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Precision Layout of Fuselage Contours

plan and profile views, so that there will be no doubt about the finished product .... Repeat the above process for the upper quadrant sec- ond degree curve. 
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Precision Layout Of Fuselage Contours By D. C. Bradley, EAA 28801 10422 College, Kansas City, Mo. r~



T7LEXIBLE SPLINE or "eyeball" methods of laying out -T curves for fuselage contours have obviously been used very successfully many times in the past. There may be times, however, when it would be desirable to calculate exact dimensional coordinates for such curves, for both plan and profile views, so that there will be no doubt about the finished product having smooth, clean lines of a regular, geometric form. This article describes a method of determining equations for curves so that the necessary dimensions can be calculated precisely. It is assumed that any design which is refined to the point of having equations written to define the contours, will not have plain rectangular fuselage cross-sections; therefore, the curve equation method described herein is applicable to the top, bottom and maximum-width side stringers, as well as to the longerons. Let us first consider the longerons. The example given below describes the method of determining the equation for the lower aft longeron in the side view, but you can easily see how the method applies to all longeron curves, in plan view as well as side view. Since the contours forward of the fuselage cross-section are most likely controlled by considerations such as engine size or mount configuration, cockpit room, fuel tank and instrument panel space ,etc., the designer may prefer to use the equations for only the rear fuselage contours. Fig. 1 shows the basic dimensions needed to establish the curve equation.



Solve eq. (4) for A, using the known values x=120, =h8; 15-h 15-8 7 A = ———— = ———— = ———— = .0004861 x 120-' 14400



Now, substituting this value of A in eq. (3), we get the equation h =15— .000486lx-



(5)



Using equation (5), the value of h can be determined for any value of x. The same method is used to establish the curves for stringers, using the different values for hn)!lx and h lnill as shown in Fig. 3.



FIG. 3



After the longeron and stringer curve equations have been established, the vertical and horizontal locations for these points can be calculated for each fuselage frame station. The next problem then is how to draw smooth cross-section contours through these points to be certain that the intermediate stringers fair smoothly along the length of the fuselage. One method of accomplishing this is the construction of "second degree" curves for the cross-section at each frame station. The graphic construction of a second degree curve is illustrated in Fig. 4.



FIG. I



In an example, as shown in Fig. 2, we assign some values to the basic dimensions, and proceed to develop the curve equation.



.0)



FIG. 4ab



(Fig. 4a) Locations of A, B and C are calculated from curve equations. (Fig. 4b) At full scale, lay out A, B and C, and complete



FIG. 2



The basic equation, for a curve of parabolic form,



is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .



y=Ax=



(1)



From Fig. 2, it can be seen that . . . . . . .



h=15-y



(2)



Therefore, using the value of y from eq. (1) in eq. (2), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . h=15-Ax= or, rearranging eq. (3), . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A= 15-h



(3) (4)
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the rectangle to include D. Draw lines 1 and 2 (these lines will be used repeatedly to locate all points on



the curve in this quadrant, so they should be fairly durable). (Fig. 4c) Draw line 3 from A so that it passes at any position between B and C. Draw line 4 from D to the intersection of lines 1 and 3. Draw line 5 from C to



the intersection of lines 2 and 4. The intersection



of lines 3 and 5 is one of the points on the curve. Repeat these steps (lines 3, 4 and 5) with line 3 in as many positions as necessary to obtain enough points to provide a smooth curve from B to C. (Fig. 4d) Draw line 6 from C so that it passes at any position between A and B. Draw line 7 from D to the intersection of lines 2 and 6. Draw line 8 from



A to the intersection of lines 1 and 7. The intersection of lines 6 and 8 is one of the points on the curve. Repeat C. (lines 6, 7 and 8) with line 6 in as many positions as necessary. (Fig. 4e) Fair a smooth curve through the points located in (4c) and (4d). Repeat the above process for the upper quadrant second degree curve. Since there is a considerable amount of brainwork involved in establishing the curve equations and calculating points on these curves for each fuselage frame



Two airplanes built back in the '30s by Willard J. Goertz,



EAA 34561, of lpl4 N. Ridgewood, Wichita, Kans., were: (1) A modified Pietenpol "Air Camper", and (2) A singleplace monoplane similar to the Pietenpol "Sky Scoot", underpowered with a Harley-Davidson 74 motorcycle engine. The Pietenpol has been in storage since 1939 and is in fairly good condition, and is undergoing restoration by tester David, who also assisted in the original building. A Continental A-65 will be installed along with air wheels



station, I strongly recommend that you lay out the crosssection contour, using the second degree curve construction, at the maximum and minimum fuselage sections, before proceeding with the longitudinal curve equations. If you find that the cross-section shape is not exactly to your liking, it is relatively easy to change your initially selected longeron and stringer locations at that time, without scrapping a lot of curve calculations. ®



It might well be a field in France during World War I and Capt. Ray Brown is about to leap off for an early morning patrol. It took a lot of time and patience for EAAer Richard L. Day of State College, Pa., to duplicate his admiration for Capt. Brown. This authentic Sopwith Camel, equipped with a 160 hp Clerget rotary engine is complete in every detail as to the one flown by Brown, and through the generosity of Mr. Day, now rests in the EAA Air Education Museum. Our thanks to Director Val Brugger and EAA member Donald Genzmer who spent three days and nights of driving to bring the aircraft to the Museum and also to Mr.



Day for not only placing the aircraft in the Museum, but also for accompanying Mr. Brugger and Mr. Genzmer to the



Museum to help assemble the aircraft.



and brakes. It has a steel tube fuselage, and the tail surfaces came from the "Baby Cessna" of 1931.



Several ideas of his own to give his Skyhopper II a more distinctive appearance were incorporated by Norman Neuls, EAA 3745, of 10349 Marklein Ave., Granada Hills, Calif. A coupe type turtleback was added to N-197N which, along with a neat fitting cowl and wheel pants, produced a very nice little airplane for only $2,500.00. The engine is a 125 hp Lycoming 0-290-G4.



An outstanding example of wood construction is this Druine 'Turbulent", N-4697T, built by Lawrence J. Weis-



haar, EAA 9250, of 1924 N. 6th St., Springfield, III. The Volkswagen engine and Hegy propeller are enclosed by exceptional fiberglas work. SPORT AVIATION
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Precision Layout of Fuselage Contours - Size 

of lines 3 and 5 is one of the points on the curve. Repeat these steps (lines 3, 4 and 5) with line 3 in as many positions as necessary to obtain enough points to.
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continuation contours 
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